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SUBJECT: PUBLICATIONS: Addition of Economic Guide for Mozambique to the
Post[s Revised CERP Publications Master List
A-18 of Augut 16, 1967REF :
r 'A new connnercial directory entitled nIndicador Economico de Mogambiguen
(Economic Guide for Mozambique) has recently been published herein which
all important Mozambique importing, exporting and producing firms are
listed alphabetically both according to firm name and type of goods handled
The publication .also contains nine pages of fairly well presented basic
economic data on the economy of the Province set out in tabular form \'lith
connecting descriptive paragraphs. This basic economic data is presented
in Portuguese, English,french and German.
Also contained in the guide in the above four languages are short
descriptive pieces on Lourenqo Marques, Beira, Mozambique Island, Gorongosa,
and hunting and fishing in the Province, as well as a directory of travel
agencies, hotels, restaurants and consulates which would be a value to
visiting businessmen.
Since 18 copies of the Economic Guide for Mozambique have
available gratis by the publisher with the request that be
interested government agencies in the United States. It is
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:'. :.. ,',: :': .:' .:' : ::' : ::' :':: ::' : . ... . ... :: ::·.. ... .. . ..'.. . .....•• ••• • ••••••• • •Since the publishers of the Guide hope to issue revised editions on an
annual basis, the Consulate General proposes to add it to the pest's CERP
publications list with the above distribution unless otherwise instructed.
Additional copies are available at leading Louren~o Marques bookstores at100 escudos ('3.50) each.
Owing to the weight of the Economic Guide for Mozambique, 17 copies have
been forwarded by sea pouch ,
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